Electroencephalographic analysis of activities in the optic tectum of unrestrained carp.
Electroencephalographic activity of the optic tectum in unrestrained resting carp was classified into three dominant frequency ranges of 4-7, 8-13 and 14-25 HZ, peaking at 6, 10, and 17 and 22 HZ, respectively, under power spectral analysis. All these activities were suppressed in the dark. The suppression was most prominent in the 8-13 HZ waves, but less so in the 4-7 HZ. However, while the fish was swimming actively, the 4-7 HZ spectrum increased in power and no actual increase could be observed for the higher frequency waves. Thus, it is probable that the 4-7 HZ waves involve rich motor activity, while the 8-13 HZ waves are mainly visual. The tectal activity was enhanced in the hypoxic state, with an increase in all frequency components, and enhanced further after loading, each of which corresponds to the hypoxic and post-hypoxic activations described for the mammalian cortex. A component analysis for the photically evoked response in restrained carp supported the four peaks of fundamental tectal rhythm being obtained as the spontaneous activity. In addition, each component belonging to the lower two peaks could be decomposed into the others, suggesting that the 17 and 22 HZ waves might be elementary for the tectal activity.